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financial outlays for next year, the government shutdownall services it deemed
non-essential Tuesday, and an agreement
has not yet been reached.
The shutdown has had several effects
on the Georgetown campus. Students
cannotdo research at the Library of Congress and many are out of their jobs or
internships until the end of the shutdown.

Elisa Grier (SES ’99) was unable to
complete a report for her French class
because it depended on access to the

Library of Congress. “I couldn’t do it
over the weekend, so I planned to doiton

Tuesday... it’s the most annoying thing,”
she said.
“The teacher moved [the deadline] to
Friday, but it looks like it will still be

closed,” she said.
According to Stephen Wayne, a pro-

TE

¥

~id

fessor of government, the shutdown oc-

th

oto

in the U.S. Congress.
Unable to reach an agreement on the

curred because “the individual appropriation bills were not ready in Congress
... and the continuing resolution passed
to maintain funding was opposed by
Clinton because they had added matters
dealing with the Republicans’ overall
plan to balance the budget”
Wayne said he guessed it would last
“It's become

extremely

(yam

about a weck.

Criticized

President to Human Rights Violations

mation that those elected do not know

temporarily without paying jobs. “I have

11
ay-

17, 1995

Students, Organizations Link Turkish

personal ... if it lasts longer, the American public will turn against both the
president and the Congress, as a confir-

to buy a $440 plane ticket for Christmas,
but I only have $300 in the bank.” said
Rita Salinas (CAS ’97), who works in a
government research office.
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id.
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For Choice of Honoree

The furlough has left some non-essen-
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While Georgetown students trudged
off to their daily routines Tuesday morning, several thousand government workersdid not because of the budget impasse
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how to operate things,” he said.
Students are not able to get passports

Alexander

Hamilton

(SES

'97),

HOYA Staff Writer

The university’s decision to award the
President’s Medal to the president of
Turkey, Suleyman Demirel, has sparked
criticism from students at Georgetown
and the University of Pittsburgh. The

an

intern at the International Trade Administration in the Department of Commerce,
said he welcomed the furlough. “The

students say Demirel has engaged
human rights violations.
University
President
Leo

HOYA File Photo

The White House, a location of recent late-night budget debates.

furlough, for me, has been great because

this week has been a crunch week and I
could just stay home and study. The fact
that [didn’t have to go in for seven hours

was very good for me,” he said.
Hamilton said he understood his situation was different from full-time workers. “Since I am a full-time student, my
perspective is very different from a fulltime government

worker

on furlough.

It’s not nearly as bad for me as it is for
everyone else because, sure, I need that
check, but I can always call home and
ask my parents for money,” he said.
“I depend on my work there to pay my
rent [and] buy food ... but those bills are

already paid for this month. Come next
month, I’ll have to worry about them
again but I don’t have to worry about
making it next week,” he said.
Nicole LaPorte (CAS 96), an intern at

the National Endowment for the Arts,
said she learned her office was shut down
over the phone. “I'hadn’t heard anything
aboutit, so I called in. They put a recording on all the telephones that said they
were closed due to [the government shutdown],” she said.

“I had suspected that if the government had shut down, I might be affected
because of the distinction: between essential and non-essential workers,” she

It may be an impertect situation, but it is

By Melissa M. Willard

processed and cannot get government
information from bureaus such as the
Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, according to William Gormley,
professor of government and public
policy.

said.

this week,” he said, adding that
he thought

Eric Womack (SES '99), an intern for
Rep. Bob Clement (D-Tenn.), said he

was not able to get in touch with anyone
to find out if he was off work. “*Apparently the only people left were Rep. Clement and his chief of staff,” he said.
“I spoke with other people who had
internships and they said they had experienced similar problems,” Womack said.
He said he welcomed the shutdown.
“Boy, it’s nice to have a day off from
work. Thanks to the budget problems, I
can finally get other work done,” he said.
Steven Lombardo (GSB

’96), an un-

paid intern for Rep. Henry Hyde (R-I11.),
said he went to work despite the shutdown.

“It’s not affecting me at all. ...

Actually, it’s been pretty busy,” he said.
Andrew Bennett, an assistant professor of government, is also a special assistant to the assistant secretary of defense
tor international security affairs.
Bennett said he is “on loan” to the
Department of Defense from the government department, and he is furloughed
because of his status as a non-essential
employee at the Pentagon. “I knew that
we were headed for a train wreck and that

about two-thirds of the employees were
working during the furlough.
“The funny thing is, there is a $5,000
fine for going in to work if you are not
supposed to. So, I went in the other day
for a little while and they told me I had to
leave because I wanted to be what I
thought was a good, dedicated profes-

sional,” Bennett said.
He said he did not think the shutdown
would last long or do much
expect this won’t last long,

harm. “I
but who

knows? It looks as though this may last
longer than previous furloughs, which
only lasted about a day ortwo. It could go
on into uncharted territory, but I don’t
expect it to,” he said.
“At least it may show people how
important the government is to their lives
when they can’t file for their Social Security checks or go to work,” he said.

Westy Byrd, a commissioner for the
Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2E,
said that the No. 1 problem the Georgetown neighborhood has been having with
the shutdown is trash collection.
“Fortunately, Mayor Barry has said he
will not let trash collection in the District

some sort of furlough waseoming, but 1 be suspended for more than a few days,”
she said.

didn’t know I would be furloughed until

in
J.

O’Donovan, SJ, along with his advisers
and administrators associated with the
School of Foreign Service, decide who

the award will be given to, according to
Roger Williams, associate vice president of communications.
Denrirel was scheduled to visit the
U.S. Oct. 19, at which time he would
have been given the award. However, his
trip was canceled and has not been rescheduled, Williams said.

“Honors should be awarded on the
basis of merit, accomplishments and principles. Perhaps Suleyman Demirel fulfills the criteria as an individual politician. Yet, he represents a country which
has a record of repressing minorities and
violating human rights and international
law,” said Christos Mastoras (SES ’97),

president of Georgetown’s Hellenic Club.
“It is common

knowledge

that the

rights of the Kurdish population are not
being respected and that Turkey invaded
Northern Iraq last March, and that Turkey has illegally occupied 37 percent of
Cyprus for the past 21 years. Perhaps the
awarding of this medal is inappropriate
in light of these facts, facts which cannot

‘a case where the glass is half-full and
filling up, rather than a glass half-empty
and draining,” Williams said.
Georgetown has promoted the devel-

opment ofa Turkish studies program and
has a campus in Alanya, Turkey, he said.
“Given that, itis appropriate to honor the
president when he comes to the U.S.”
In a letter addressed to O'Donovan
dated Nov. 2, the Graduate and Professional Students’ Association of the University of Pittsburgh said its members
were “surprised at this seemingly

irre-

sponsible decision.”
“Inanera of concern for human rights,

we feel itis important forthe U.S., in part
as a last remaining superpower, to not
have double standards when it comes to
values, specifically in the area of human
rights,” said Mike-Frank Epitropoulos,
president
of the University of Pittsburgh's
graduate and professional

students’ as-

sociation.
According tothe letter, Turkey is listed
among the worst abusers of humanrights

by the U.S. State Department. Other international

organizations

such as Am-

nesty International, Helsinki Watch and
Freedom House have expressed similar
sentiments, according to the letter.

“The Kurdish minority in Turkey, 12
million-strong (20 percent of the population), has been subjected to systematic
human

and

cultural

rights

violations.

According to Turkey’s own Interior Minister, since 1991, 2,433 villages in southeastern Turkey have been forcibly evacuated,” the letter stated.
Despite the Pittsburgh students’ letter, Williams maintained that there are

be disregarded,” he said.
The administration said it felt justified
in granting the award. “As I understand compelling reasons: for awarding
it, it is an improving situation in Turkey. |
Sec DEMIREL, p. 3

the

Corp Coffeehouse Color Causes Controversy
HOY A Staff Writer

Changes

to the design

of the new

Uncommon Grounds coffeehouse space
on the first floor of Leavey have angered

HOYA

a place we could get away from the old

Center planning meetings since the first

was formed by Dean of Students James
A. Donahue to discuss the design of the
new Leavey Center. The panel included
students representing various groups on
campus, including the Georgetown Program Board, GUSA and the Corp,

Leavey Center gray and be more com-

fortable, warm and student-friendly,” she

one in July.
“Students should have been involved

Donahue, Carol Kachadoorian, director

sufficiently involved in decisions concerning the facility’s decor.
The new coffeehouse will be across

said.
x
“The design is not what the students

in the final decision-making
Segal said.

affairs, and Karen Frank, director of student services and facilities.

from the Georgetown Bookstore, and will

would havepicked out,” said Mary Moses

open next semester, after the Leavey
Center renovations are completed.

(CAS

“This is student space and students
should have final approval withregard to

The students said there was not enough

Paola Ramos/The

our approval. We never saw the final
product ‘before it was installed,” said
Ned Segal (FLL ’96), president of the
Georgetown University Student Association, who has attended all the Leavey

say, they were not

student leaders who

Carol Kachadoorian, director of finance
and administration of student affairs.

Grounds “Looks more like a dentist’s
office or a hotel [than a coffechouse],”
Moses said.
“We felt that the new coffeehouse was

not represent this idea, and Uncommon

By Yonatan Lupu

96), president of the Students of

process,”

Georgetown Inc. (The Corp), which runs

decor.

the coffeehouse.

throughout the process, the tinal decision was made without student approval,”

Although

we

were

consulted

student involvement in the decision to

Moses said the rent for the coffee-

make the wall colors gray and teal.
According to Maureen Farrell (SFS
'97), manager of Uncommon Grounds,

house is still under negotiation, but the

Segal said.

administration is asking for $40,000 a
year plus 4 percent of the sales revenue.
“It is a lot more than we paid last year,”
she said.
“They got our input, but they did not

were made by administrators. ... [The
coffeehouse] would have looked better if
students had more say,” Farrell said.

students had said they wanted the facility
to have “more warmer, brighter colors.”
The current teal and gray patterns do

“It’s unfair that the final decisions

A panel consisting of about 12 people

of finance and administration of student
The committee was formed to advise
administrators about the decor for the
new student lounge and coffeehouse be-

ing built in the Leavey Center as part of
the building’s renovations, Frank said.
Elements discussed included tile color

and patterns, carpet colors and furniture
design, she said.

Farrell said the lounge was discussed
in detail during these meetings, but the

See COFFEEHOUSE,

p.3

Students Pray

Students Put Out Their

For Peace In

Cigarettes — ‘For a Day’

The Balkans

out [in front] to smoke.”
Maria Handelson (FLL '97) said she

HOYA Staff Writer

Approximately 40 students gathered
last night to pray for an end to the ethnic
conflict in Bosnia.
An interfaith memorial service for the
victims

of the former Yugoslavia

was

held at 8 p.m. in the McGhee Library in
ICC.
“As we look at the histories of all of
our religions, we

find violence woven

right into them. But if we look past that
to the very heart of our faiths, we find a
greater hope for peace,” said Thomas
King, SJ, professor of theology, in closing remarks.

“Similarly, if we look past our violent
human

natures to our own

hearts, we can

find the same hope,” he said.
The service was co-sponsored by the
Jewish Student Association, Beyond
Dahlgren, the Muslim Student Association, the Protestant Community and the
Bosnian Education Fund. It was supported by Campus Ministry.
Shlomit Spiegel (CAS 97), the cultural chair of the JSA, offered opening
remarks for what she termed “a somber

occasion.”
Following

s
Spiegel’s

American

believes too many young people on campus are smoking. “IT used to smoke, but

Smokeout” at Georgetown yesterday, an

gave up two years ago, and am so happy

eventdesigned to get people
to stop smok-

I did ... far too many people smoke on
campus. Giving up for a day is definitely
worth a try if you're serious about quit-

The student volunteer group For a Day
helped

HOYA Staff Writer

introduction,

organize

the “Great

ing. Tables publicizing the event were
set up outside Lauinger Library and the
Ellen Gstalder/The HOYA

Maifaa Khalafallah speaks at the Bosnian memorial service last night in ICC.
comments were made by Maifaa
Khalafallah of the Bosnian Education
Fund, an organization that helps educate
Bosnian students to serve their community.
She spoke of the horrors of ethnic
cleansing and the demeaning white
armbands that Muslims in the region
must

wear.

Many

present

at the event

wore similar armbands in a show of
solidarity with oppressed Bosnians.
Citing nationalism in particular,
Khalafallah said, “We must realize the
need to guard
humanity.”

against

the excesses

of

Joann Moran, professor of history,
explained the historical background of

ror about what is happening in Bosnia.
find that Western horror to be misplaced.
The East does not have a corner on the
market in ethnic cleansing,” she said.

Emily Richardson, former assistant
dean of the School of Foreign Service,
spoke of her recent experiences in the
former Yugoslavia. She returned last
October from Croatia, where she served
as director of the Bosnian region of the

U.S. Agency for International Development, which gives aid to international
refugees as one of its duties. While in
Croatia and Bosnia, she oversaw the
distribution of food.
Richardson encouraged all those

ethnic-motivated atrocities in European

present to combat prejudice and hatred at
home and abroad, noting, “Even in this

history and of the current conflict in the
Balkans. “The West has expressed hor-

age of technology, individuals still may
make a great difference.”

Leavey Center.
This marks the first year the event has

ting,” she said.

been held on campus. It was held in
conjunction with the Great American

again next year and, according to
Evangelista, it should be a bigger event

Smokeout Day, a nationwide event sponsored by the American Cancer Society.
that takes place on the third Thursday of
every November.
For a Day aimed to get people to stop
smoking for one day with the hope that
they would quit permanently, according
to Steve Evangelista, chair of the group.
The group gave out information on the

oncampus with support from many other

effects of smoking,

advice

HOYA File Photo

’96), president of

the Students of Georgetown

Inc.

INSIDE
KAREN GOLDSTEIN (CAS ’99)
explains the racist undertones of
the death penalty and the need for
its elimination.
;
See VIEWPOINT, p. 5

in the Leavey Center and used to come

By Emma Nicholas

By Gregg Nunziata

Mary Moses (CAS

on how

to

quit,surveys for non-smokers and counseling options.
Evangelista said he was surprised at
the amount of interest from the people
who stopped by the tables. He said he
believed that the group had been very

effective in publicizing the event on campus.
“We've had a lot of feedback,” he
said, “especially from people who work

For a Day is planning to hold the event

student groups.

Rob Coppedge (CAS 97), an advisor
for the club who worked at the table for
about a half-hour, said people who walked

SARA PAHR (CAS ’96) recaps
the benefits of graduates having
their names called aloud during
the College of Arts and Sciences’
graduation ceremony.
See VIEWPOINT, p. 5

‘MASK AND BAUBLE’Sproduction of “Little Shop of Horrors”
receives rave reviews.

See ENTERTAINMENT,

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK:
GEORGETOWN
FOOTBALL
DEFENSE, which finished first in

by gave mixed reactions.
“Non-smokers came by and were very
into the idea,” he said. “But there was
some animosity, too. People would either walk by and make a snide comment
or not respond at all. [The people who

the nation in total defense.

made the comments were] basically
smokers who saw the event as an affront
of their lifestyle,” he said.

-MEN’S

BASKETBALL

Colgate,

106-57,

Coppedge said, “I was formerly a very
big smoker. I got a chance to stop again

myself. The day reaffirmed my commitment not to smoke and I got to share the

opportunity to help others stop smoking.

p. 6

See SPORTS,

in

last

p. 10

beat
night's

game at USAir Arena. The Hoyas
are ranked no. 5 in the country.
See SPORTS, p. 10
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Remodelling Questioned by Students

AMPLIFICATION
Tue Hovaranastory Nov. 14 about
a new on-line campus calendar service. Students can subscribe to the

calendar via E-mail by sending a
message without a subject line to
<listserv@listserv.georgetown.edu>.

COFFEEHOUSE, from p.1
coffeehouse was only broadly discussed.
Students were allowed to pick specific
carpet and tiles for the lounge, but “We
didn’t get the same say in the coffeeFarrell said no decisions were made
regarding the coffeehouse atany meeting

“We went to all the meetings and, in the

she attended.
Kachadoorian,

however,

said

“We

looked at tile samples, we looked at floor
patterns and we looked at combinations
of the two,” regarding the coffeehouse.

FEATURES

CORRECTION

THE HoyAranastory Nov. 14 about
the movie “The American President.”
The executive producer’s name was
misspelled. The correct spelling is
Jeffrey Stott.

had been decided yet.

The students say they are irritated because the present plans for the coffeehouse space do not reflect their desires.

house,” she said.

The text of the message should read
“subscribe calendar firstname
lastname” where the student inserts
his or her own first and last name.

Farrell said she had also called
Kachadoorian about two weeks prior to
that phone call and was told that nothing

The group sampled six to 10 tile patterns
and selected one specifically, she said.
“To say that the students did not have
significant input is not my recollection,”
she said.
Kachadoorian said Farrell called her
two to three weeks ago, surprised that the

walls of the coffeehouse had been painted
and upset that she was not aware of these
actions.

end, not only were students not consulted
with the final decision, but also the decision doesn’treflectstudent input,” Moses

said.
Kachadoorian said the ideal design of
the coffeehouse would give the site its
own identity without being contradictory
to the rest of the first floor of the Leavey
Center.
“The space needs to work as a whole,”
she said. “The coffeehouse colors also
needed to be compatible with those of the
coffee cart, currently located at Fast
Break.” The cart will be moved into the
new location of Uncommon Grounds.

President’s Award Nominee Criticized

She said Farrell said at one of the
meetings that the cart should match the

rest of the decor.
Farrell said she “never said that we
need to plan the entire space around the
cart.”
Since the cartis teal and gray, and gray
is used throughout the rest of the floor,

Kachadoorian said the selection of those
colors for the coffeehouse was justified.
Frank said, “There were some colors
that [the students]

liked that didn’t go

with the coffee cart. ... There aren’t too
many choices.” She also said the gray
used in the current coffeehouse was darker
than the gray in the rest of the Leavey
Center, which would give the coffeehouse a cozier effect.

Regarding the future of Uncommon
Grounds, Segal said, “Once the space is
occupied, if students want the coffeehouse redone, then it should be redone
with students more involved in the deci-

sion-making process.”

Oct. 31: Village C East Bike Rack.
Student reported mountain bike stolen. Bike was reportedly secured with
a cable lock.

You Mabe ReseRrvATIONS FoR

Nov. 1: Healy Bike Rack. Graduate student reported unregistered

THANKSGIVING

mountain bike stolen. Bike was secured with a U-lock.

Nov. 1: Healy Bike Rack. Student
reported registered bike stolen. Bike
reportedly secured with a U-lock.

Enjoy a great meal at our place.
We’ ll make you feel right at home.
Serving dinner from noon until 9 p.m.

Nov. 2:Nevils Bike Rack. Student
reported registered mountain bike
stolen. Bike was reportedly secured
with a U-lock.
Nov. 3:Nevils Bike Rack. Student

reported unregistered mountain bike
stolen. Bike was secured with a Ulock.

3236 M Street, NW

Nov. 4: Harbin Hall. Student cited
by adjudication board for threaten-

DC 20007

ing

202/333-9180

and understanding, not only through strategic undertaking within the [North Atlantic Treaty Organization], but also

through expanding programs of educational exchange,” he said.
In October 1993, the university
awarded an honorary degree to the exprime minister of Turkey, Tansu Ciller,
amid much criticism from the Georgetown community, Mastoras said.
Briney Dillon (CAS ’97), a member of
the Georgetown chapter of Amnesty International, said, “I thought [deciding to
give the award to Demirel] was very
wrong — just shocking. I think Georgetown has done that blindly. They haven’t
really known what’s been going on in the
area of human rights.”
Epitropoulos said his group would
actively oppose Georgetown’s decision
if the medal is awarded.

“[If Georgetown were to go ahead
with the award,] we would share that
information with associations, groups

and sponsors of both Modern Greek and
Modern Turkish studies ... around the
United States,” he said.

Dillon said Amnesty International
would be looking into the issue. “We're
going to contact the university. [The
Amnesty International regional office]
wants to have different Amnesty International groups from other universities in
the area work together on this issue ... A
rally or protest would be [the] most likely
[action we would take],” she said.

In defense of the university’s decision,
Williams said the Turkish government
has made an effort to support education
by sponsoring scholars from Turkey to
study in the U.S.
The President’s Medal, first awarded
in 1968, is given by the president of the
university for meritorious service and
dedication to the goals and objectives of

the university.

guard.

Student

wememben

Nov. 4: Village C West. Student
reported wallet stolen from unlocked
dorm room. Wallet, minus $15 in
cash, was found shortly after report
filed.
Nov. 5: Harbin Hall. Four students
cited before adjudication board for
drug violation after resident assistant called the Department of Public
Safety to report an unusual burning
odor emanating from dorm room.
Nov. 6: Yates. Student reported
$153 in cash stolen from unlocked
locker.

Noy. 6: Yates. Student reported
his gym bag stolen from outside aerobic studio. Unattended bag contained
wallet, cassette tapes, Walkman and

contained textbooks and a wallet.

Nov. 9: ICC Bike Rack. Student
reported theft of rear tire of mountain
bike. Bike was secured with a U-lock.
Nov. 10: Dahlgren Library. Employee reported premises entered by
unknown person or persons through
the air duct. Two computers and a
color printer were stolen.
Nov. 10: Leavey Center. Student
reported unregistered mountain bike
stolen from fence. Bike was reportedly secured.
Nov. 11: St. Mary’s Bike Rack.
Student reported registered mountain bike stolen. Bike was reportedly
secured with a U-lock.

headphones.

Nov. 8: Dahlgren Library. Student
reported unattended purse stolen from
first floor. Purse contained cellular
phone and $25.

also

Nov. 9: Leavey Center. Student
reported bookbag

stolen. Bookbag

Nov. 14: Henle Bike Rack. Student reported unregistered mountain
bike stolen.
Nov. 14: Lauinger Library. Student reported theft of unattended
bookbag. Bookbag contained a textbook and two notebooks.
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DEMIREL, from p.1
medal. “Over the course of a public career, Demirel has consistently worked to
strengthen Turkish-American friendship
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Evicted From

14, 1920

St. Mary's

Specifically, such a forum would allow
students to weigh the benefits of cable TV,
Ethernet connections and renovated rooms
against the disadvantages of physically

The recent decision by the Office of
Student Services and Facilities to move
St. Mary's residents to Darnall Hall comes
as an unexpected surprise to many of us
on campus. We commend the early
completion of renovations in Darnall,
but we question the administration's

moving one’s belongings, changing phone

numbers

and

breaking

up

a freshman

floor’s unity. With this student input, the

not

anticipate Darnall’s early completion,

it

should have consulted the residents before making its decision to move them.
By distributing a survey or holding a
forum before making this decision, the
university could have explained the advantages to living in Darnall and the
ramifications of this move. In addition, a

forum would let St. Mary's residents
know of the possibility of moving and let
them express concerns regarding this
decision.

English Downplays Classics
The
May to
course
majors.

English Department voted last
make a significant change in the
requirements needed for English
Under the new system, students

sential part of the program. The English

Department

could

consider

changes

in

the historical period or American studies

will have a more active role in construct-

requirements rather than the classics requirement.

ing their majors. They will be free to
choose from three concentrations: “Literature and Literary History,” “Culture
and Performance” and “Writing: Rhetoric, Genre and Form.” In addition to
dividing the English major by concentration, this decision also minimized the
classics requirement for upcoming English majors.
Professor John Glavin said that, under this change, students will be moving

‘We believe this change will prove to be
detrimental to the level of education and
will detract from the integrity of the English major at Georgetown. Not only are
classics authors, such as Milton and
Shakespeare, culturally important, but
they laid the foundation for the literature
that followed. Contemporary literature and
society as a whole often make references
back to these classics. Because of this, we
believe these texts are an integral part of

away

from

Chaucer,

Shakespeare

and

Milton as the center core of the major.
While we understand the good intentions of the English professors to give
students more freedom to take a diversity of courses, this decision seems to
strike unnecessarily at a very important
element of the study of English. There
could be an alternative form of restructuring that would give students more
freedom without compromising an es-

:

the English major curriculum. The classics are analogous to the importance
Plato to a political science major.

of

In addition, there was a tremendous
lack of student input in making such a
drastic change. We call for the English
Department to now seek more student

input regarding this decision and to reconsider

what

implications

this decision

may have for English majors in the future.

Medicare issue, I feel compelled to re-

spond to the gross inaccuracies contained
in Martha Van Hoy’s (SES

99) view-

point “Lots of Hot Air On Medicare”
(Oct. 31). Van Hoy, along with many
others in this country, has chosen to
ignore the pending Medicare crisis and
the actual text of the Republican plan,
and has instead decided to use Medicare
and this nation’s senior citizens as a
political tool to beat up on the only party

ask herself what those citizens are going

Medicare has nothing to do with either of

to do in seven years when there is no
Medicare at all.
Van Hoy also incorrectly asserts that
the GOP plan will cut Medicare. Under
the Republican plan, no one will receive
fewer benefits than they are currently

these issues. In fact, the Republicans,
fearful that future Congresses might at-

receiving. In tact, individual benefits will

ing

increase from approximately $4,800 per
year today to $6,700 per year in 2002. The
savings the GOP plan contains come from

plan, to be used for anything other than
Medicare. Consequently, the Republicans are not, despite Van Hoy’s claims,

lowering the rate at which
ment increases benefits.

taking from the neediest Americans to
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the

Republican

provide tax cuts for the rich or using

that without reform, the current Medi-

Congress,

care system will go broke by the year

proposal to reduce the rate of growth in
Medicare and Medicaid. He said, “This is
not a cut in Medicare or Medicaid. So

care benefits), then she should take an-

when

care as a political weapon and concen-

demonstrated

the

strength

2002. This is according to the Medicare

Trustees’ report which is not a group
controlled by, or in any way affiliated
with, the Republican party, but rather a
group which was given the responsibility by the president to run the Medicare
system. The Republican plan has one
purpose— to keep Medicare from going
broke. If Van Hoy is truly concerned with this nation’s senior citizens, she should

you

in which

he

introduced

hear all this business

his

about

cuts, let me caution you that this is not
what is going on. We are going to have an
increase in Medicare and Medicaid and a
reduction in the rate of growth.”
Finally, Van Hoy mistakenly links the
Medicare plan to proposed tax cuts and
GOP plans to reduce the budget deficit.

senior citizens to balance the budget.

If Van Hoy is as concerned about her
aging relatives as I am about my four
grandparents (all of whom receive Mediother look at the Republican plan. Personally,
I wouldrather forgo using Meditrate on making

sure that the program

which helps my grandparents pay the
medical bills today is still around for
them in seven years.

|

NEIL BRADLEY (CAS '98)
GU CoLLEGE REPUBLICANS

Viewpoint Fails to Justly Commemorate Rabin
To THE EDITOR:
We were extremely disappointed with Jason Zuckerman’s
(CAS °96) viewpoint “Yitzhak Rabin: A Prophet of His
Time” (Nov. 7) which failed at paying proper tribute to the
fallen leader and celebrating his spirit and the principles
which guided the man of peace during the last years of his
life. Zuckerman uses his tribute as an opportunity to indulge
in the exaltation of Zionism, evocation of the divisive issue

of Jerusalem, and the downplaying of Israeli extremism, not
to mention in reminding his fellow students how Israel’s
neighbors do not share the same sweet democracy it enjoys.
Zuckerman was not interested in conveying Rabin’s vision, which

establish

combined

bonds

compromise

of friendship

with a true desire to

with

the Arab

people.

Zuckerman sought to deflect attention from Israel’s disturb-

ing internal divisions by obnoxiously pointing to its neighbors’ systems of government and affirming its democratic

stability. All is well, he would have us think, and our
attention must now return to those unpredictable partners in
peace, with their suicide bombings and mad tactics.
The path which Rabin followed in his career was a
complex but admirable one. He abandoned the stubborn and
parochial outlook which plagues many a statesman and
gained a rare wisdom manifest in his spirit of compromise.
Zuckerman quickly explains the apparent contradiction between warrior and peacemaker through ‘Zionism.’ To reduce the unique journey of a man to a single ideology or
‘ism,’ a problematic and limiting one at that, is a real shame.

To THE EDITOR:
This letter is aimed at all of my fellow
freshmen and other newcomers to Georgetown who, unlike myself, are disenchanted with the university, its student

Matthew B. Farlie, Managing Editor
Senior News Editor
Senior Sports Editor

from

|

ence, whichis exclusive and reactionary by nature, is not the
most convenient building block for peace, nor the guiding
principle in understanding Rabin’s legacy. Theodor Herzl,
the Father of Zionism, himself declared, “We are a group, a

historical group of people who clearly belong together and
have a common enemy, this seems to me an adequate
definition of anation.” While this ‘enemy’ didnot referto the
Arabs, the Zionist philosophy of suspicion and distrust can
do much to impede the current quest for lasting peace. Rabin
would not have stood by Herzl’s words.
While Zionism spoke of the racial likeness of the Jewish
people and conjured images of ‘Eretz Israel’ (Biblical Palestine with its far-reaching boundaries), Rabin sought to
bridge the gap between Arab and Jew
image of Israel as a normal state.

and cultivate the

Finally, it defies explanation why Zuckerman would
bring up the issue of Jerusalem, in itself a Pandora’s box of
deep emotions and extreme views, at a time when the world

is paying tribute to a fallen leader. Rabin would have
appreciated a quietreflection on the bridge of friendship and
trust he struggled to build between two peoples, rather than
a discussion of a complex and divisive issue which is to be
addressed at a more appropriate time in the future. Clearly,
Zuckerman’s article was more of an opportunity to hash out
old-style rhetoric and deflect shock and criticism from the
assassination than to offer a proper tribute to a leader.
GHASSAN HiITTI (GSB 196), PRESIDENT, ARABIC CLUB
ANIS ADEL (SFS 96), VICE PRESIDENT, ARABIC CLUB
Sabi EL-RAYES (GSB 96), SECRETARY, ARABIC CLUB

Disenchanted Students Should Take Another Look

ThetsHova
Donovan
Franey
E. Watson
Keenan...

savings

necessary to reform the current system.
The first fact Van Hoy overlooks is

has

aspersions of anti-Semitism and tragic historical experi-

Aaron
Brian
Jamal
John

the govern-

the

For those of you who think that this is
still a cut, I would like to refer you to
President Clinton’s 1993 address before

which

An ideology that derives its strength from the negative

Alicia Hunt,

tempt to use Medicare savings for something other than Medicare, included in
their bill a specific provision which
strictly prohibits Medicare funds, includ-

~y

did

To THE EDITOR:
Having worked extensively on the

|

rp

tion finished before expected.
Even if the administration

Republican Medicare Plan Inaccurately Portrayed

eet

ished on time, or in this case, construc-

oN

that won’t be fin-

em

as a service similar to freshman move-in,
or at least help to move heavy or bulky
items. Furthermore, both dormitories
should be open a few extra days after final
exams and a few extra days before the
official January reopening of on-campus
housing to give students additional time to
move. We also encourage the administration to sglicit student input on how to
redistribute students from the three floors
of St. Mary's to the six floors of Darnall.
It appears that St. Mary's freshmen are
getting an early taste of the administration’s
tendency to make decisions affecting students’ lives without asking for their input
beforehand.

construction

Letters to the Editor

Pee

We suggest that it provide assistance such

either

that

wae Tf

versity be able to adequately prepare for

to believe

Pe

for the spring semester will justify the
forced migration.
:
Now that the decision has already been
made, the administration must facilitate
the process of relocating these students.

find it hard

SN ON

cerely hope the work planned in St. Mary’s

the building would be completed six
months ahead of schedule. The facilities
_ office should be aware at all times of the
status of construction related to student
housing needs. Only then will the uni-

We

NT

university was completely unaware that

this decision.

al

the

administration would have had a better
sense of the students’ needs vs. its needs
“to be poking around behind the walls and
above the ceilings” of St. Mary's. We sin-

failure to get student input, especially
from St. Mary's residents, before making

CE

Founded

groups of students in the nation, if not
the world. Programs such as the Center
for Minority Affairs offermany opportunities to get involved in helping to further diversify the student population.
As for the complaints about the academic program, I remind students that
although there is a responsibility on the
part of the school to create a challenging

any more conservative than other private
universities? Considering it is the oldest
- Catholic university in the country, I was
actually surprised to find Georgetown to
be as liberal and open-minded as it is.
Either way, the college experience is
supposed to challenge one’s views. It is
by this very challenge that we learn about
ourselves and what we really stand for.
As wonderful as this school may seem

Contributing Editor

body and/or with D.C. in general. | am
personally acquainted with more than a
few students who are ready to transfer
out after only two months here. In fact,
the idea for this letter came about after

Contributing Editor

observing their ill will, and indeed ha-

in the end, up to each of us to make the

to me, however, I acknowledge

tred, toward Georgetown.
I understand people have their different reasons as to why they are unhappy
here and I have complete trust in every
student’s ability to judge his or her own
happiness. However, I believe that most

most out of what we are being taught. A
course is only as challenging as we wish
it to be.

may notbe foreveryone and maybe some
people should transfer out if they are
truly unhappy. Nevertheless, whether one
decides to transfer or not, they are stuck

school or the city a fair chance, and in

Another complaint about Georgetown
concernsits lack of asocial alternativeto
drinking. While I agree that there is way
too much drinking at GU, [ am nevertheless aware of many alternatives to that

doing so, are putting to waste a wonder-

scene. First of all, the university offers a

this school, they owe it to their families,

ful opportunity to learn about a great
many things, not the least of which is
learning something about themselves.

wide array of social clubs, many of which

and they owe it to themselves to give

have ongoing activities every weekend.

Georgetown asincere chance and to make

Second, Washington offers more than
its share of day and night-time activities,

the very best of their time here, no matter
how long that may be.
There has to be something that you
like about this school. Focus on that
something and develop other interests
around it. Do not waste this school’s
potential oryour own. Getinvolved, have
fun and pick those tulips while ye may.
Who knows, you may even decide you
like it here after all.

Photo Editor
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of these

students

have

not given

this

Some of the arguments against Geor-

getown are its lack of student diversity,
its less-challenging academic program,
its lack of a social life outside of getting
drunk every Friday and Saturday night
and its conservative nature in general. I,
for one, disagree on all these points.
A lack of student diversity? Maybe in
comparison to a New Y ork City subway
train. In fact, the student body at GU is
one of the most diverse and interesting

and interesting academic program, it is,

ranging from free and exciting visits to

monuments and museums to a neverending list of dance clubs and theaters.
And finally, not every one at this school
sets their goals on getting drunk every

weekend — it just requires a little more
outgoing effort on your part to find them.
The last complaint I’d like to address
isthat of the conservative nature of Georgetown. How, may I ask, is this school

that it

here at least for now and they might as
well make the most of it.
:
Some people don’t fully appreciate
what it isto be in college. They owe it to

JAVIER A. BETANCOURT (SFS '99)
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VIEWPOINT
Karen Goldstein

Americans Must Fight
Racist Death Penalty System
HERE HAVE NEVER EXISTED
any doubts in my mind
that the death penalty is
inherently immoral and contradictory, yet the campaign for the abolishment of capital punishment has
merely strengthened my staunch co

nvictions. It appears that pro-death
penalty supporters remain adamant
intoday’s society. As a result of this,
the American public must shred the
facades of the United States’ corrupt
and infested judicial system to view
the harsh reality.

Our society must
cease to impose
laws that undermine the egalitarian principles
upon which our
country was
founded.

ther of
licans,
ght at‘someded in
which
ncludblican
>r than

The death penalty cannot be viewed
as anisolated issue, for this one topic
spans the horizons of nearly all human vices. Racism, class conflict,
discrimination and oppression all re-

publilaims,
ans to

main closely tied to capital punish-

using

ment. Statistics prove
sonable doubt that the
is the privilege of the
fers to not only those

get.
ut her

y four

Medike an1. PerMedincenogram

beyond a readeath penalty
poor. This rewho are poor

economically but those who are ra-

ay the
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cially, mentally and socially inferior.
With regard to the blatantly prejudiced nature of the death penalty,
African-Americans, who constitute
12 percent of the population, comFRO

FIVE

prise 40 percent of the inmates on
death row. The Death Penalty Information Center estimates that
while blacks are six times more

as
6 100 CET TAE FERC
Tvetige TRAISC To STREAMLINE
THE

statistically proven that the death of
martyred individuals (innocent people
executed due to flaws in the judicial
system) merely provokes more hatred

We have become engulfed in an ambivalent society that has laws that
breed hatred, prejudice and misery.
likely to be homicide victims than
whites, 95 percent of the people
who receive the death penalty are
not white.
On the issue of justice, since 1973

insociety and consequently more death.
We

have become

engulfed

in an

breed hatred, prejudice and misery. As
social carnivores, we eagerly devour

at least 416 innocent people have

the flesh of the “underprivileged infe-

been

, and at

riors” — minorities, mentally retarded,

least 43 people on death row have
been found innocent on appeal. Even
if only one innocent person has been

juveniles and poor individuals — naively believing that the slaughtering of
the “dregs” of society will resolve the
problem of crime in America.

sentenced

executed,

to death

society

should

remain

thoroughly appalled by the slaughter of innocent people because of
gross inequities in our criminal justice system.
The disturbing numbers are vast

and endless. For those who refuse
to acknowledge the cold, hard facts,

perhaps the moral aspects of the
death penalty will prick their con-

sciences.
The sanctity of human life dic:
tates that one cannot justify killing
with killing. Innate codes of human
morality must prevail. We cannot
continue toblamehumanity’s countless sins on the criminals of the
world. The legalization of state premeditated homicide does not prevent further crimes from being committed. On the contrary, it has been

Sara Pahr

ambivalent society that has laws that

Call Out My Name at Graduation
The College Should Recognize Students at Ceremony
MAGINE
THIS SCENARIO.
Dressed in a cap and gown,
you march onto Healy Lawn
with your classmates to the tune of
“Pomp and Circumstance.” You
take your seat under the smiling
eyes of proud parents and are recognized for four years of hard work.
Then you listen for your name, walk
on stage and shake hands with Fr.
O’Donovan as you receive your diploma and have your picture taken.
You then return to your seat with a
sigh of relief and everyone breaks
into the fight song, tosses their caps
into the air with an excited yell and
marches out in a sea of smiles and
tears.

We smack our lips and anxiously
demand, from the politicians and legislature, more blood to satiate our lusty
appetites. There is no justification for
the death penalty. Our society must
cease to impose laws that undermine
the egalitarian principles upon which
our country was founded. No state
legislature possesses the authority to
play God with human lives. The seeds
of justice cannot be watered with the
blood of humanity.

Karen Goldstein is a freshman in
the College of Arts and Sciences.
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The present 40
—minute ~ long,
impersonal
ceremony does
not even allow a
graduate to
emotionally adjust to the significance of the
day.
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It you’ve ever had visions of a
College of Arts & Sciences gradua-

tion ceremony like this, keep dreaming. The way it stands, there is no
“Pomp and Circumstance,” no read-

uld

x of
orld
ave
han
) be

the

mortarboards.

Why aren’t our names read aloud
and why is the ceremony so impersonal? The graduation ceremony,
which lasts a mere 40 minutes, is
over before yourealizeit started. The
reason why the ceremony has remained the same is because those
involved each yeardon't seek change,
since the ceremony marks the end of
their Georgetown experience. They
just go home and forget about it. But

for those of us who have yet to graduate, there is no excuse for why we
don’t make an effort to improve
graduation, to make

it a more cer-

emonious culmination of fourincredible years on the Hilltop, as it should
be.
While the occasional Jetter is sent
to the College deans by an irate parent’ who spent: $100,000 for their
child’s education, that passes practically unrecognized

in May.

tiate this change. We all deserve that

moment

when our names resonate

across Healy Lawn and we turn to
face our classmates, friends and fam-

ily, diploma in hand, with a great
sense of accomplishment and a message to thereal world: “Ready or not,
here I come.”
For many of us, we are following
the footsteps of our alumni parents.
For others, we are among the first in
our families to attend college and

perhaps the first to graduate. We are
setting an example for our younger
brothers and sisters, restlessly watching the crowd. And, most importantly, we

are taking

a significant

step in the course of our lives, for
many of us will never again sit in a
classroom.
We have been told that “there are

picture of you getting your diploma,

take too long.” That is nonsense.
A few hours is not too long to
celebrate after the countless hours
we've worked toward this gradua-

gowns decorating the stage. I'm
guessing that the thousands of fam-

tion day. And who can complain of
too many graduates? I guess if more
of us had dropped out, the ceremony
would be shorter. Isn't a proud.

graduates?
The present 40-minute-long, impersonal ceremony does not even al-

low a graduate to emotionally adjust
to the significance of the day. I welcome the prospect of changing graduation, fully aware that it will lengthen
the ceremony and I know that my
opinion is widespread on campus.
What better time to implement
change than this year, as adjustments
have already been made to accommodate the Faculty of Languages and
Linguistics? FLL graduates have the
right idea in resisting the College’s

ways, insisting on holding their own
separate ceremony during which their
names will be read.

For many of us,

we are following
the footsteps of
our alumni parents. For others,

we are among

|

the first in our

i!

families to

|

attend college.
The College dean’s office has taken

a step toward change by distributing
a survey with preregistration materials, but this is only a start in the right
direction.
Now that you know what you can
expect for the present graduation cer-

emony, ask yourself if this is your
vision of graduation. It’s certainly
not mine. Let's make graduation an

occasion we can look forward to and
not a day we'll look back on with
disappointment.

largegroup of graduates a sign of the

ily and friends who made the trip to
D.C. hadn’t come to see adminis-

success of the university? After all,
isn’t the ultimate goal of an educa-

Sara Pahr (CAS’ 96) is the secretary of the Senior Class Commit-

trators, and many were never able to

tional institution to produce

tee.

such

What would you rename

the Washington
The Crusaders.

Bullets?

The Ignatians.

The Green Giants.
Al Gore

Leo J. O’Donovan

John Carroll
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In the

end, its not up to our parents to ini-

too many names toread” or “it would

caps flying everywhere.
In fact, my memory of last year’s
ceremony is that of a swarm of
indistinct black gowns and a handful of big-whigs in their colorful

out

pick their graduate out of the mass of

ing of names, no hand shaking, no
no fightsong and no grand finale of
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GRADUATIOD TROCESS?

Razorback Seniors.

William Jefferson Clinton, SFS’68

Hoya

Wannabe.

Jack

the Bulldog
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ENTERTAINMENT
One Monster of a Production
A Singing Plant, Abusive Dentist and Satire Make Mask & Bauble’s New Play
simplified, portrait of life as it can be.
The satire contained in the play is self-

By Rachel Yoka
Special to The HOYA

evident. Krelbourn, an orphan, dedicates

humorous and well-crafted show.

The musical is a satire set in a flower
shop on Skid Row, where a mysterious
alien plant, Audrey II, changes the lives
of all of the characters involved.
The shop is owned by Mr. Mushnik
“iy

(David Gootizt, SES

Secret Agent Van
By John Moye
HOYA Staff Writer

For many people, James Bond films
rank up there on the American entertain-

ment scale with baseball, Marlon Brando
and Elvis. Ever since President John F.
Kennedy commissioned the first Bond
film, “Dr. No,” to be made in 1962,

Agent 007 has become a kind of cultural
icon for filmgoers who crave action and
espionage. Bond has survived three decades

of filmmaking,

and

somewhere

along the way he became a type of hero,
one whose personality seemed to take on
a life of its own.
But with Bond's rise to American hero
status, his shoes proved harder to fill.

Sean Connery pulled
it off fora while. So
did Roger Moore. But Timothy Dalton
proved incapable of doing the job.
Sonow, in “Goldeneye,” we get Pierce
Brosnan,

the newest actor to step up to

the James Bond challenge, and the question seems to be on every Bond fan’s
mind — “Will Brosnan be able to pull it

off?”
This
pitiful
proves
shoes,

is the first Bond film since 1989’s
“License to Kill,” and Brosnan
quite capable of filling Bond's
thank you very much. He’s got the

looks. He’s got the clever one-liners.
He’s got the amazing action scenes. He's
even got the smorgasbord of nifty con-

traptions — laser-shooting watches, ex-

hands of the proverbial “bad guys,” who

plan to use it to knock out the power in
London and then rob a bank via computer lines. It’s Bond's job to stop the
bad guys (among them an old secret
agent friend of Bond's, Alec, played by
Sean Bean) and, well, you get the idea.
While many things about “Goldeneye” follow the same Bond formula, there
are some significant changes. For one,
M, James Bond’s boss, has been replaced by a tough, no-bull woman (Judi
Dench). The new M falls for none of

Bond's smooth talk. She explains at one
point that she thinks Bond is “a sexist,
misogynistic dinosaur left over from the
Cold War.” Not exactly the same M we
used to know, butthen again, hey, it’s the

evil and a drug user. The final and most
amusing element of satire is that a car-

(Brian T. Jones, CAS

’97),

background, the emphasis on character

plot to conquer humanity.

bined with the voice of Bob Long (CAS

The Skid Row setting for “Little Shop
of Horrors” is the usual slum with its

’97), Audrey II's character is well-defined and humorous.
As amusical, “Little Shop of Horrors”
appeals toa widerange of people, and the
audience

is bound

to possess

YOU
effec
child
parti

a basic

The majority of the audience will not

familiarity with the storyline as well as
the music. From the opening by the Doowop Gitls, played by Monica Curls (SFS

remember the subject matter of ghettos,
abusive relationships, murder and

’96), Yael Lempert (SFS ’'96)and
Kamilah Parker (GSB ’98) to the finale

schemes to earn money after going to see
this musical. They will enjoy the production for what it is - a relevant, though

“Don’t Feed the Plants,” the gospel-flavored music was energetic and spirited.

through, providing satire and humor.

If y

For all its satire, however, the play’s
cast presents an entertaining, lighthearted production worthy of much laughter and praise. With minimal scenery and

Audrey II spawns. the newfound success of Mushnik’s shop, but exacts quite
a cost. The plant constantly demands
human flesh in what proves tobe atwisted

Yet despite the probability for a depressing story line, the characters shine

| 5S

in the play.

is strong, and for the most part, believable. The costume and movement of
Audrey II form the primary object of
focus for the audience and prove to be
one of the most appealing aspects. Com-

omnipresent garbage, notable winos and
degrading effect on the human character.

form
unbe!

cessful character, Scrivello, is just plain

nivorous plant desiring only human flesh
takes precedence over all the human life

tionship with Orin Scrivello (Brian Egolf,
SFS ’99), the dentist.

lites, Goldeneye has the ability to utilize
anew type of weapon — it sends a beam
to its targeted city that knocks out all
forms of electronic communication to
prevent retaliation.
Control of Goldeneye falls into the

in a suburban development.
The only professional, supposedly suc-

tently mistreats his employee, Seymour
whom he has taken in solely for cheap
labor. Seymour’s hidden passion for
Audrey (Joey Miles, CAS ’96), exemplified by his naming the plant after her, is
initially thwarted by her abusive rela-

Pierce Brosnan has taken the reins as the new James Bond in ‘Goldeneye.

will not beat her and a small green lawn

’99), who consis-

Krelbourn

Courtesy of United Artists

his life
to aman who comes to the realization the man wants to adopt him for
profit. Audrey, the epitome of a gaudy
pathetic woman, dreams of a man who

—_—

Mask & Bauble opened “Little Shop
of Horrors” this past weekend, proving
once again that it knows how to put on a

3

Katy Dunn/The HOYA

Brian Egolf (SES 99) appears as the dentist in M&B’s ‘Little Shop of Horrors.’

See HORRORS, p. 7

‘Mellon Collie’ is a Smashing Success

Another obvious difference with
“Goldeneye” is the way the script tries to
analyze Bond's psyche, especially why
he always ends up putting his mission
before the ones he loves. In one extremely sappy scene, Bond’s lover
Natalya (Izabella Scorupco) asks him

how he can be so cold and push all
feelings

for her away.

Bond

responds

sensitively: “It’s the only way: tor me to’

survive.”

“Goldeneye”’s plot follows the same
international espionage plot thathas characterized all 17 of the Bond films. In this
case, the focus is Russia. A brand new,
high-tech satellite called Goldeneye has
been built by the Russians and is orbiting
the world in space. Unlike most satel-

“Goldeneye” repeatedly delves into
the psyche of Bond, exploring his relationships with both Alec and Natalya
and trying to understand why he is the
way he is. A sensitive, politically correct
Bond for the *90s? Perhaps. Then again,

HOYA

“Twilight to Starlight.”
Additionally, songs like “An Ode
to No One” exemplify the signature
Pumpkin sound. Mellon Collie skips

Collie is that, despite all this, it neither depresses nor even mellows the
listener. In fact, one is interested and
entertained for the duration of this
two-hour-plus musical epic simply
because of the varying characteristics of the songs.
In contrast to previous releases,
the band breaks from its almost
strictly modern punk style to a diverse mixture that explores a full
register of sounds. While Mellon

By Yonatan Lupu
Staff Writer

Something is definitely bothering
the Smashing Pumpkins. It’snotclear
what exactly that something is, but
they give insights into it in their new
double album, Mellon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness.
"Their first release of new tracks
since 1993’s highly successful
Siamese Dream (they released Pi-

back and forth among all these different kinds of songs, preventing the
album from ever becoming monoto-

nous or dull.
The individual members also reflect the eclectic style of the band as
a whole.

In the past,

singer

Billy

most notably the ballads “Disarm”
and “Soma” from Siamese Dream,
which featured Corgan singing in a
rich, pleasant tone.
Corganrefines this ballad-like style
and helps it proliferate on the new
album. On over half-a-dozen tracks.
including “Thirty-Three” and

“Galapagos,” he maintains a calm,
grace that shows true talent. Inexorably, like previous albums, Mellon
Collie still contains many thrashing
songs where Corgan sings in his

sces Iscariot, a collection of
unreleased B-sides, last year), the

Collieincludes many heavy, distorted

and

Corgan limited himself to a screechy
sound that often became annoying.
This was most prevalent in “I Am

album is packed with somber lyrics

“Where Boys Fear to Tread,” there is

One” and “Tristessa,” two songs from

about suicide, suffering and loss. Yet

no shortage of serene ballads, especially onthe second disc, aptly named

the band’s 1991 debut album, Gish.

Another Pumpkin who seems to
have greatly developed in this album

There were, of course, exceptions,

See SMASH, p. 7

tunes

the truly unique aspect of Mellon

such

as “Jellybelly”

See BOND, p. 7

standard shouting manner.

“Total Eclipse’ Captures the Life of an Artist
after he vehemently stabs through
the flesh of Verlaine’s hand, condemning his lover's marriage and
life of deceit. Verlaine comes torealize that he must choose between the
fickle love of this young poet and the
enduring yetbanallove with his wife.
As Verlaine cries out in pain and

eyes and disheveled dirty blond hair
contrast sharply with Verlaine’s

wandering intellectual, he mustmove

wrinkled face and receding hair line.

ing all ties with his former lover.

film’s message conveys itself vividly
— the wrath of an artist and lover is
not easily satiated.

These two lovers serve as foils for
each other. Rimbaud’s poetic skill at
age 16 mocks Verlaine’s intellectual

In the end, Rimbaud calmly articulates that, “The only unbearable
thing is that nothing’s unbearable,”

cally innovative or brilliant about
See TOTAL, p. 7

Verlaine in-

vites Rimbaud to stay with him and

While one often associates love
with pain and ardor, Agnieszka
Holland’s new film, “Total Eclipse,”
shatters the precarious balance between obsessive infatuation and violent love.
“Total Eclipse” depicts theroughly
biographicalsstory of Arthur Rimbaud
(played by Leonard DiCaprio), a
French Romantic poet of the 19th
century, and his lover, Paul Verlaine
(David Thewlis),

mediocrity in his middle age and
Verlaine’s pragmatism highlights
Rimbaud’s irrational impulses and
insanity. Clearly, the two individuals
attain a balance of the mind and spirit
in each other’s love — where one
fails the other triumphs. Unfortunately, nothing in life can entertain
Rimbaud’s spirit indefinitely. As a

burnt-out poet. In 1871,

HOYA Staff Writer

a less-renowned,

his wife,
Mathilde
(Romane
Bohringer), in Paris after discover-

ing the brilliant, rebellious intrigue
of the poet's work. Over the course of
their time together, Rimbaud and

Verlaine fall in love.
Rimbaud’s large, child-like blue

Rimbaud laughs in wickedness, the

on toward a new inspiration, sever-

While there is nothing cinemati-

Courtesy of The National Gallery of Art

THE WEEKENDER

This portrait by John Singleton Copley appears in the National Gallery collection.

vn Bests A Mises bso: Benne hoes Dn ML REA
SEL
THE INSIDER’S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS
This

GPB presents Alicia Silverstone
and

Sunday at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in Reiss
103. Tickets are $1 for Compus

Cardholders and $3 for anyone who
thinks Silverstone should have stuck
to Aerosmith videos.

Check out Everclear tonight at the
9:30 Club (930 F St., N.W.). Call 3930930 for more information.
The Presidents of The United States

The Georgetown University Art
Gallery continues its exhibit “Drawing Points” this weekend in the gallery (191 Walsh). The exhibit features fundamental drawing projects
from various Georgetown students.

Call 687-6933 for more information.
The Georgetown University
Dance Company presents its Fall
Concert tonight and tomorrow night
at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
Walsh Black Box Theatre. Tickets

of America plays tomorrow night

at

admission.
GPB presents “The Funniest Man
on Campus” competition tomorrow
night at 8 p.m. in Gaston Hall. Tick-

tution Avenue,

N.W.)

Special to The HOYA

Painter John Singleton Copley conveyed the patriotic spirit of 18th century
America and Britain in his works. Bom
in 1738 in Boston, Copley’s soft touch
and realistic impressions established him
as one of the period’s finest painters in
the classical style.
While in colonial America, Copley
worked mainly as a portraitist. To avoid

con-

tinues its recently opened exhibit of works by Dutch
painter Johannes Vermeer.
The exhibit, which features

The National Symphony Orchestra plays tonight and tomorrow night at
8:30 p.m. at The Kennedy Center (New
Hampshire Avenue at Rock Creek Parkway, N.W.). The orchestra will perform
works from Debussy, Thomson and
many more. Call 467-4600 for more
information.

21 of Vermeer’s paintings, is
the first exhibit ever devoted
solely to Vermeer’s works.
His paintings (like “Girl With
a Pearl

Earring,”

pictured

here) are known for their quiet

the imminent conflict with Britain, however, he left Boston in 1774 for London,

and intimate
people.
Whitehaven

approach

Pkwy.,

to

462-1073 for more information.

(4700

The Washington Storytellers Theatre presents Native American storyteller Gayle Ross tomorrow night at 8
p.m. at St. Patrick’s Episcopal Church

Ross is performing a program of
Indian myths and legends called
“Voices of Our Ancestors.” Tickets
are $10. Call 291-2170 for more
information.

The Source Theatre (1835 14th St.,

N.W.) begins its run of Arthur Miller’s
“A View From The Bridge” with performances tonight and tomorrow night
at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m. Call

By Chris Rustt

The National Gallery of
Art (Sixth Street at Consti-

the 9:30 Club.

are $5 for students and $7 for general

A Bit of the Brit

Weekend’s

BEST BET

ets are $3 for Compus cardholders and
$5 for everyone else.
in Clueless tonight, tomorrow

cor

’90s.

plosive pens, you name it.

By Karen Goldstein

Br

N.W.).

where he focused on the depiction of
historical events.
An exhibit of Copley’s most important works, “John Singleton Copley in
England,” recently opened at the National Gallery of Art. The exhibit, which
features 41 paintings and portraits, spans
Copley’s career in England from 1774
onward.
“The Death of Major Peirson,” which
depicts the death of a British major at the
hands of French troops, is the centerpiece
of the exhibit. The vivid movement and
emotional charge of the scene, which
shows the bloody officer dying in the
arms of his comrades, effectively convey
the tragedy and intensity of the historical

moment.
The gun smoke, bayonets, blood and
bright red uniforms envelop the viewer
in the inertia and glory of the battle. The
viewer can almost hear the sounds of the
guns and the anguish in the voices of the
dying officers. The painting’s composition, which draws the eye clockwise from

the Union Jack in the center to the fallen
officer and on to the black soldier firing
on the French, is particularly compelling. Indeed, the theatrical structure of

“The Death of Major Peirson” effectively
appeals to the viewer's patriotism.
In “Watson and the Shark,” another

historical painting, Copley depicts a boat
full of sailors trying to save a naked
young swimmer from the jaws of an
approaching shark. The calm of the harbor and the pastel twilight set the swirling water, the horrified swimmer and the

helpless sailors in stark relief, thereby
heightening the suspense preceding the
climax.
By freezing the scene at its most in-.
tense moment, Copley leaves the viewer
to imagine a fate more gruesome in
thought than in actuality. As in “The
Death of Major Peirson,” Copley skillfully elevates a historical event to heroic
See COPLEY, p. 7

Sten
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ENTERTAINMENT —
Everything is Golden
T

BOND,

from p. 6

he does seduce and flirt with numerous

lines, casino tables and dangerously seductive women; one woman, played by

women in the course of the film, which

Famke Janssen, gets sexually excited by

goes to show that not all of Bond's old
characteristics have gone to the dogs.
“Goldeneye” does have its strong
points. The action sequences are never
boring (especially a high- speed chase
through St. Petersburg with one juggernaut of atank), and the plot, like all Bond
plots, is involved, yet believable.
In addition, hard-core Bond fans are
sure to love the film’s return to the Bond
formula.

All the old gags are here —

unbelievable

stunts,

smooth

pick-up

The British are Coming
COPLEY,

killing people. These qualities give
“Goldeneye” an enjoyable, oh-so-familiar feeling that the Dalton films lacked,
making Bond feel much'more like an old

friend that we’ve seen before rather than
just your typical action hero.
Courtesy ofA & R Records

So what's the verdict? Does Brosnan
hold up?
The answer is simple. Meet the new
Bond — pretty much the same as the old
Bond.

Smashing Pumpkins reveals a diversity of sounds on its new album.

Powerful Pumpkins
SMASH, from p. 6

| ASTHMA RESEARCH STUDY FOR MILD-MODERATE ASTHMATICS!
If you:

are 12 years or older
are a nonsmoker the past 6 months
are a diagnosed asthmatics with year-round symptoms
use a bronchodilator inhaler only for your asthma symptoms
are in general good health
have not abused drugs or alcohol
YOU may qualify to participate in a one-year asthma research study to test the safety and
effectiveness of an investigational tablet for asthma. All females will be asked about
childbearing status. FREE asthma medical supervision and up to $750.00 offered for
participation. If interested & feel you meet the above criteria, please call (202) 686-5058.
Allergy & Asthma Associates of Washington
Allan M. Weinstein, M.D., P.C.
Richard J. Summers, M.D.

—
Ey

much.

the songs’ chord changes with few inbetween fills. On “Beautiful,” though,
there are many bass fills between beats,

that show his versatility as a musician.

On harder songs, like “Jellybelly,” he
uses heavy-metal power chords to accentuate the rhythm. Iha has also become
proficient in catchy guitar riffs (such as
those played by Led Zeppelin’s Jimmy
Page) for the same purpose.
For slower tracks, Iha combines careful arpeggios and simple strumming to

create a hypnotic effect. On “Farewell
and Goodnight,” the sleepy final song on

Smashing

Pumpkins

is

largely

John Welsh, Music Director
Eva Pierrou, Piano

November 19

Jimmy Chamberlain is effective in pre-

5:00 p.m.
Gaston Hall
37th & O, NW

away from the snare-heavy beats of the
pastand generally plays much less.
He does get louder for the heavier

As always, children under 16
are admitted free.

Companions
Free

Alfven: Swedish Rhapsody No. 1
Stenhammer: Piano Concerto No. 2 in D mi.
Sibelius: Symphony No. 5

————

[ry

(202) 298-1084

SE

Drummer

serving the unity of the band, but steers

included both violin and cello arrangements, so do new tunes such as the
album’s title track and “Tonight, To-

night.” The haunting “Take Me Down”
incorporates a lap steel guitar skillfully
played by guest musician Greg Leisz. In
“Beautiful,” an initially soft song filled
with echoing vocals, crystals play in the

tunes, but even then the presence of the

drums is felt merely as a background to
the vocals and guitar. On many older
songs, in contrast, the percussion was a
much more high-key element in the
Pumpkins’

songwriting.

Chamberlain,

however, does pull off interesting and
skilled cymbal work on songs like
“Galapagos” and **Porcelina of the Vast
Oceans.”
Like Chamberlain, bassist D’arcy
maintains a traditional role as strictly a

SW we ww, win

ot em)

Listening to Mellon
the

vivid as the historical paintings.

As a painter of mostly historical subjectsrather than subjects such as mythol-

ogy or religion, Copley was a pioneer
who helped push colonial painting from
the 18thinto the 19th century. The works
on display at the National Gallery show
why he is considered one of the premier

artists of his era.

Portrait of the Artist
TOTAL,

from p. 6

“Total “Eclipse,” the film often shocks
and certainly entertains the audience with
its audacious characters and honest
screenplay, which was written by Christopher Hampton.
The acting is decent, though at times
melodramatic. Perhaps the only major

aspect of the film that detracts from its
authenticity is the film’s endeavors

Holland relies too heavily on graphically
violent or sexual scenes to peak the interest of the audience,

the technique

“Total Eclipse” distinctly captures the

to

savage brilliance of Rimbaud as an art-

age Rimbaud - the cast’s makeup is
pathetic at best and DiCaprio’s childish
features do not lend themselves to matu-

ist. Holland delves into the chaos of
Rimbaud’s young and tormented mind
and illustrates how his feeble grip on

ration.
Although one may believe that, at times,

love and reality provides fertile ground
for his seeds of genius.

Collie and

the

overwhelming

abundance

of

gloom and general negativity, as the
album’s apt title suggests. Many such
albums would leave the listener with the
same negativity. Yet with Mellon Collie,
one is constantly pleasantly surprised by
the different kinds of songs that keep
popping up.
With this album, the Srmashidg Pumpkins manage to express their feelings
without ever burdening their fans with

them. Instead, what's left is a compilation of songs that can be appreciated
simply for the band’s talent as musicians.

Robert
DE NIRO

Horrors is a Hit
HORRORS, from p. 6
Jones’ andMiles’ performanceof the duet,
“Suddenly, Seymour,” ranks as a high
point. Perhaps the most memorable song,
though, is “Feed Me,” performed by Long.
The play’s use of a live band adds to the
spontaneity of the entire production and
allows more freedom for the cast to dem-

Sharon
STONE

onstrate their talents.

Mask & Bauble’s “Little Shop of Horrors” givesits audience an opportunity to
view

one portrayal of life, with all its

quirks, trials and tribulations. The music, cast and general feeling of the musical, even though it is loaded with social

commentary, still remains light-hearted,
and above all else, entertaining.
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FOREVER,

ENLARGE THE STUDENT BODY
WITHOUT EMPTYING
THE STUDENTBUDGET.
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Here's your chance to get a big
taste of what Washingtonians a
are talking about all over
town. Just bring in
this ad, and each
Saturday through
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PREVENT

Sunday, you'll be able to savor all the
flavors of our mouth-watering
Memphis style BBQ, baked

EAI

arirlthe
by

beans, cole slaw and

freshly baked bread,

for only $11.95.

RepHoT&BLUE’ s ALLYou CAN EAT
RiBs AND CHICKEN SPECIALS
1120 19th Street, NW, Washington, DC (between L & M Streets) 202-466-6731
(Offer good for a limited time only, and only redeemable at store location listed above. Not valid with any other offer.)

re-

mains effective. It nicely parallels
Rimbaud’s personal style of poetry, a
poetic style that employs shock to provoke a response from within the reader.

adding to the song’s grip-

Infinite Sadness, one can’t help but notice

and the fortitude of the women. Moreover, the idealistic: qualities of the portraits reflect the directness, piety and
wholesomeness of the time.

Copley’s works alsoreflect the period's
social expectations: confining women to
the home, men to the armed forces and
African-Americans to servitude. Although rich in artistic talent, the portraits
are, for the most part, not as exciting and

on

sounds outside the average pop instruments into their songs. This approach
continues on Mellon Collie.
Just as 1993’s “Luna” and “Disarm”

background

releases.

come

One of the most unique and engaging
facets of the Smashing Pumpkins has
always been their ability to introduce

ping effect.

to previous

her bass notes

giving D’arcy a much more prominent
position, similar to that of Flea from the
Red Hot Chili Peppers.

spect

Sunday

General $12
Seniors $6
Students $6

Mostly,

downplayed on Mellon Collie with re-

Georgetown Symphony Orchestra

Presented in conjunction with the
Embassy of Sweden
Bring this ad to the GSO. You and a
companion can celebrate the artistry of
Scandinavia for the price of one.

stand out

is guitarist James Tha. On Mellon Collie,

ing selective notes enhanced by a wahwah pedal. Overall, Iha has suddenly
become one of today’s premier guitarists
and, while he is not yet a virtuoso like
Page, he will certainly keep improving
toward that level.
The role of the rhythm section of

:

player and doesn’t

the young man, the wisdom of the father

he explores various techniques and styles

the album, the guitar can be heard play-

SCANDINAVIAN
CONCERT!
p———

rhythm

from p. 6

proportions.
In addition to the historical paintings,
the National Gallery’s exhibit also contains some of Copley’s finest portraits.
An artist in the tradition of the grand
style, Copley painted realistically and
with great detail.
In a painting of his own family, Copley
convincingly captures the characteristics
of his subjects — the self-assurance of
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Visit the Universal Pictures Internet site at (http://www.mca.com)!
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global society.
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* FREE Trips
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Call today for more Information
Ski Travel Unlimited

www.skitravel.com
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study at the Sorbonne and other French
institutions.
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a film
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Programs.
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A most auspicious directorial debut. A slacker ‘NO EXIT""

ie NEW YORK TIMES “CONFIDENT COMIC STYLE
mixed with urbane cleverness and a hang-loose social structure.”

GU Falls Twice;
Awaits Tourney

ie NEW YORKER "LOVELY, UNDERS TATED

Shakespeare: Text and Performance

meN. Y. DAILY NEWS

DeMontfort University, Leicester, England

Thelma Adams

ve NEW YORK POST

Summer Program
July 8 - August 2, 1996

“A DELIGHTFUL COMEDY!
AN AUDIENCE PLEASER!”
“GENEROUS,
WITTY COMEDY.
One-liners whiz by like bullets in a western.”

josh

olivia

parker

chris

hamilton

d’abo

posey

eigeman

and

VOLLEYBALL,

was out-hit for the weekend, 152-109.

“Usually, we’ll have one or two people
who will have stellar performances, and
this weekend we had people who played
O.K., but no one who played over their
heads," Nagel said.
Unable to use their matches against
the Huskies and Red Storm to gain a
higher seeding, the Hoyas enter this
weekend's tournament as the number six

eric

stoltz

IC

‘Open House

from p. 10

seed, scheduled to take on number-three

seed Connecticut. Villanova and St.
John’s, the fourth and fifth seeds respectively, face off in the other first-round
match. Notre Dame and Pittsburgh earned

Monday, November 20, 1995
Room 305 ICC
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

first-round byes.
Despite having lost to the Huskies last
weekend, Nagel said the team is looking
forward to an opportunity to avenge the
loss.

Anxiety
loves
company.
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ULTRA STEREO

TRIMARK

OPENING EXCLUSIVELY ON NOVEMBER 17
KEY 1-4, WASHINGTON, D.C.

but they are definitely a very beatable
team for us. We justneed to pick our level
up,” she said.
“You always learn a lot more from
your losses than you do from your wins,”
she said. “I think it can be a blessing in
disguise because we're going to be working hard this week.”

VISIT THE TRIMARK SITE AT http://www.trimarkint.com

Director:

Dean Michael Collins
Friday, November 17

For a brochure and application contact:

Georgetown University

1:30 p.m. Islamic Prayers in
Copley Hall basement in the Muslim Prayer Room. The prayer room
is open daily for all other prayers.
You are welcome to join us.
2:15 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. MBNA
Career Education Center “Job
Search Survival Tips” in ICC 234.

School for Summer and Continuing Education

306 ICC
(202) 687-6184

6:30 p.m. Shabbat service at the
JSA house followed by dinner at
7:30 p.m.

8p.m. South Asian Society spon-

AMERICAN
WA

S

H

UNIVERSITY
N

G

I

Oo

N,

DC

11:00 a.m.

11:30 a.m.
12:00 noon
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Tours: Ward Circle Building

Registration: Ward Circle Building
Lunch with faculty and students in
your academic program
A Closer Look at the schools, colleges,
and programs you're interested in

2:45-5:00 p.m.

Workshops:
Financing your Graduate Degree

Cooperative Education, Internships,
and Career Services
AU offers 67 master’s programs, 15 doctoral programs, and the
J.D. and LL.M. (Master of Laws) programs. Many degrees may be
completed full time, part time, in the evening, or on weekends.

To register, please call (202) 885-3403,
fax (202) 885-6014, or e-mail us at afa@american.edu.

5 p.m. -6p.m.Job Search Workshop: Using the Semester Break to
Find an Internship/Summer Job
on Leavey second floor.

11 a.m. Protestant morning worshipand communion in the Leavey
Program Room.

9 p.m.
tending
ings of
Council

5 p.m. Freshman Class Com_ mittee Meeting in Leavey 338. All
and help plan activities for the
year. Refreshments will be served.
7 p.m. Georgetown University
Student Association Assembly
Meetings in Leavey. 338. All students welcome.

ICC 462.

pars 5 Tuesday, November 2154
7:30 p.m. Hoyas For
meeting in WGR 201A.

Choice

8:30 p.m. Georgetown University Student Association Committees Meetings in Leavey 338. All
students welcome.

7:30p.m.and 10 p.m. GPB Films
presents Clueless in Reiss 103. $1

Thursday, November23

cardholders, $3 non-cardholders.
8 p.m. The Junior Class Committee will hold its weekly meet-

Anyone interested in atthe weekly business meetthe College Academic
is encouraged to come, in

12 a.m.—1:30 pm. Bagel lunch at
JSA. Everyone is welcome.
¢

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT

Friday, November 17 or Sunday, December 3, 1995

Masses at Dahlgren Chapel: 9
a.m. 11 am., 12:30 p.m., 5 p.m.,
7 p.m., 8:30 p.m., 10 p.m. and
11:15pm.

freshmen are welcome to come

Saturday, November 18

For more information call

333-5174.

Monday, November 20

dances, songs, and skits from the
South Asian Sub-continent in
Gaston Hall. Rangila— a celebration of culture . . . never witnessed
before! Tickets $5.
10 p.m. - 2 a.m. Caribbean Culture Circle Reggae Fest. Come
and enjoy sounds from the islands
at Bulldog Alley. $2 with GU ID,

ing in WGR 202. All juniors welcome!

Sunday, November 19

| sors “Rangila.” Come and enjoy

$3 without, $1 with canned good.

Visit Us during a
Graduate Open House

7:30p.m.and 10 p.m. GPB Films

presents Clueless in Reiss 103. $1
cardholders, $3 non-cardholders.

GEEKS sought for P/T computer consulting. Narrow areas of proficiency

okay. (202) 686-0667.

WANT A FUN PART-TIME JOB?
Studio Theatre needs you on our
subscription sales team. Earn extra
holiday spending money — $5 - $20/
hr., plus free theater tickets! Eve/
wknd shifts. Will train. Great for students interested in marketing, communications, theater. Call (202) 5885259.

WANTED: Part-time entrepreneur to
help us build our health/fitness business. Unique opportunity for someone assertive, involved in college ac-

tivities and a strong communicator.
Knowledge of fitness, nutrition a plus.
Great resume builder. Call (800) 4979408.

HOST

DOORMEN

restaurant.

with

Babalu,

business, make great contacts, earn

0008.

1 HOUR PHOTO LAB in Georgetown has immediate openings for
part-time. Applicant should have an
interest in photography, retail experience and enjoy working with the

public. Call (301) 441-3723.

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION...PT
unpaid positions available with Interactive Television Association. Seeking talented students with research,
communication, graphic design and
political skills to assist coalition including: broadcast, cable, Hollywood,

Baby Bells, advertising and more.
Fast-paced involvement on leading
edge of information superhighway.
Corporate, media and gov't contacts.

(202) 408-0008.

evenings.

4 p.m.-7

p.m.,

Apply

Cafe

3235 M St.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN. Student
needed for part-time sales of Georgetown U. merchandise to stores on and
around campus. Call Mr. Harris (800)

523-3882.
HELP

WANTED

addressing

enve-

lopes. Worksat your residence in your

spare time. $250+/week
(310) 804-5587 24hrs.

possible!

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT—
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching
basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages required. For info. call: (202) 632-1146
ext. J53012.

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION...PT/FT
ad sales jobs. Learn the advertising
good money. Interactive Television
Association. Ask for John. (202) 408-

$7/hr.

manager,

for Georgetown

TRAVEL
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!
BOOK NOW! Jamaica/Cancun $389,
Bahamas $359, Florida $129. Selltrips,
earn cash & go free! (800) 234-7007.

FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out how
hundreds of students are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America’s . #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan or Florida! CALLNOW! TAKE

A BREAK

95-BREAK!
SPRING
Cancun,

STUDENT

BREAK
Jamaica:

TRAVEL

(800)

—
Bahamas,
Packages from

$299. Organize agroup and earn afree
trip plus commissions. Call (800) 8220321.
SPRING BREAK!TRAVEL
FREE with
SunSplash Tours. Highest commis-

sions

paid,

lowest

prices.

Campus

reps needed to sell Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas,

Daytona,

(800) 426-7710.

Panama

City.

SKI & SNOWBOARD - Winterbreak
& springbreak '96 intercollegiate ski

weeks, only $219. Includes: 5 day lift
ticket, 5 nights lodging (luxury condo),
5 days intercollegiate activities (drinking age 18), sponsorsinclude Molson
& Labatts. Mt. Orford, Canada (just
across the Vermont border). Group
leader/rep. discounts. Call Ski Travel
Unlimited (800) 999-SKI-9.
FOR SALE
’85

TOYOTA

CAMRY,

Auto/AC/

Liftback, $1650, call eve. (703) 437-

3477.
DIAL-A-BED,
MORE!

DIAL-A-DESK

&

Dressers, sofas, etc. for fast

delivery. Call (301) 699-1778. Call
(301) 294-4384 for directions.
Friendly Furniture Company.
FOR RENT
1 LARGE BEDROOM to share with
female in Eton Court. Five min. walk
to G.U. Great security. Call 784—
8887. Available immediately!
ADOPTION
LOVING

CHILDLESS

COUPLE

seeks to adopt infant or toddler. Le-

gal/medical expenses paid. Call (703)
759-4532.
SERVICES
RESUMES - We'll compose and post
your resume on-line. Student discounts. (202) 686-0667.
ATTENTION TOBE PROPST, GU
Med School: Hey dude, | owe you
some phone bill money. Let me know
where to send it.—Hoss (619) 2235612.
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Harrington, Page Ignite the Hoyas’ Defense
As GU Foils Colgate, 106-57, in NIT Opener
an integral part of the first half, as his
12 first-half points kept the Hoyas in

By Ken Thomas
HOYA Staff Writer

Georgetown's opening night per-

formance was worthy of high acclaim. as the No. 5S Hoyas showcased
arelentless defensive effort ina 10657 pasting of Colgate in the opening
round of the pre-season National Invitational Tournament at USAir
Arena.
The Hoyas used their full-court
press for most of the game and forced
Colgate into 28 turnovers. many of
which translated into Georgetown
points. After a shaky start in which
the Raiders built an early 17-8 lead
with 14:36 to play, the Hoyas used
the defense to take a 49-39 lead at
halftime. The pressure defense stifled
any chance for Colgate to get back in
the game the second half, asthe Hoyas
put the game out of reachin the half’s
first three minutes.
“It was tough for any team to play
us with the pressure.” said Head
Coach John Thompson. “We go after
people. We like to try to make the
game as ragged as possible.”

Senior Othella Harrington led the
way with a game-high 21 points,
signaling to critics that he has comSean Redmond/The HOYA

Senior Othella Harrington scores two of his 21 points in the Hoyas’ 106-57 win.

pletely adjusted to the Hoyas’ uptempo style of play. Harrington was

the game when Colgate came strong
out of the gates.

“It was important for the team to
get off to a good start,” Harrington
said. “As one of the captains, I tried
.c get the team

and the freshmen

along.”
:
The pre-season hype that trumpeted the meeting between Colgate’s
star center Adonal Foyle and
Georgetown’s imposing frontcourt
~ was nevera contest, as senior Jerome
Williams (12 points, game-high nine
rebounds) held Foyle in check with
only two points before the Colgate
sophomore fouled out with 8:48 to
play in the second half. Williams’
tight man-to-man and the Hoyas’ relentless team defense frustrated Foyle,
as he shot 1-for-6 from the field and
was limited to five rebounds.
“I knew that [Foyle] was going to
be a tough assignment. [ tried to deny
him the ball and just try to keep the

Hoyas Leave Bison Gasping For Air
formances, junior Larry Kelly took

By Doug Adams
HOYA Staff Writer

Despite competing as two of the
few non-scholarship teams in the Big
East Conference, the men’s and
women’s swimming teams have
overcome this potential obstacle to
start the season in strong fashion.

top honors inthe 1000 freestyle event,
finishing in 10:49.12. Sophomore
Travis Larson followed this up with
a victory in the 200 free, in a time of
1:53.20. Larson, senior Tim
Goundrey and senior Greg Comiskey
captured the top three places in the

The divers also put together dominating performances in the win over
the

Bison.

Junior

Martha

Quebec

Harrington and Iverson cut the lead

to one. Following a Foyle turnover,
Harrington banked in a shot, giving
the Hoyas their first lead at 22-21.
Colgate remained within striking
distance, trailing 30-29 at the 7:02
mark before Georgetown took a lead

it would neverrelinquish. The Hoyas
endeavored on a 19-10 run the rest of

paint. That tenacity helped keep the
ball out of Adonal’s hands.”
Georgetown played much of the
first half without sophomore Allen
Iverson, who sustained a cut above

Page’s eight points during the surge.
Page finished with 18 points on 6 of
12 shooting.

the

half,

led by

freshman

Victor

In the second half, the defensive

pressure put the knockout punch on

ished fourth out of 27 crews with a time
of 14:26.88. Princeton’s “A” boat won

the

three-meter,

overall scoring edge was 127-98.
Against Towson State, freshman
Chris Hazelton gave the team its first

Against Towson State, the teams
exchanged leads throughout the afternoon, but Georgetown was unable

lead, winning the 50 free in 22.33

to sustain its performance the entire
way, falling 135-107. Freshman
Caroline Arpe provided the bright
spot for the team, winning the 1000
free in 11:09.65 after placing second
in the 400 medley relay.
Freshman Kyoko Tsujino helped
cut the deficit to 10 points inthe latter

“We took [Howard] lighter than
we should have,” said Head Coach
Beth Carter. “We swam their races
versus our races, but in the end we
were stronger, in the 500, the 1000
and the other distance events.”
Freshman Brian Campbell led the

Hoyas over the Bison, earning 248.4
points to break the existing school
recordin the three-meter diving event.

Campbell remains unbeaten in the
three-meter this year. He later posted
232.05 points to win the one-meter
event.
Following Campbells strong per-

seconds. After several lead changes

throughout the course of the day,
sophomore Jim Steckart (2:04.20)
and junior Zal Devitre (2:05.50) finished 1-2 in the 200 free, putting the

Hoyas on course for a 121-116 victory.
On the women’s side. sophomores
Joy Vink and Jenny Gibbons both
posted a pair of first-place finishes
against Howard. Vink captured first
place

in the

100

(55.06)

and

200

(2:01.52) freestyle events. Gibbons
followed this up with victories in the
1000 free (10:53.84) and the 200
backstroke (1:03.58).

While the Georgetown heavyweight
menedged out Princeton to win the men’s
women’s crew teams had disappointing
finishes at the Princeton Chase Sunday, the final regatta of the fall season.
Host Princeton swept the rest of the
races.
The heavyweight men’s four *A” boat
repeated its success last year by again
beating out powerhouse Princeton by a
second with a time of 15:52.30 in a field
of 29 boats. Princeton’s “A,” “B” and
“C” boats finished second, third and
fourthrespectively.

In

would never relinquish. The Hoyas’

a pair, leaving them 3-2 on the season.

the event (13:59.60), while its “B” was

four

points.

over

victories

500 free, giving Georgetown a lead it

HOYA Staff Writer

196.2

Howard and Towson State this weekend, boosting their unblemished
record to 4-0, while the women split

stages, touching the wall first to win
the 200 free in 2:17.05. However,

Towson State outscored Georgetown
over the last three events, leading to

the final margin.
Georgetown will play host to
Bucknell in a meet that will take
place at McCarthy Pool Saturday at 1
p.m.

race,

the

lightweight

men’s and

“There’s no way you can expect that,
but I knew we would have a good four,”

said Head Coach Tony Johnson.
Junior Mike Altman stroked the boat
with teammates senior Sean Hipp and
sophomores Mike Kelley and Phil Tate.
Sophomore Phil Daniels coxed them.
The Hoyas’ “B” boat placed 13th
(16:47.88) and the “C”
(17:16.11) in that race.

was

second and Yale placed third.
Johnson described the Tigers as having “a lot of depth” for their boats to
finish first and second.
Georgetown’s “A” boat, coxed by junior Andy Jost, was rowed by seniors
Hipp, Sean Dolan, Bill Ryan, junior
Altman

and

sophomores

Kelley,

Jim

Oehmke, Tate and Tom Murphy.
The “B” boat captured 10th place in
14:57.43.
The men’slightweight eight completed
the course in 15:08.79 for eighth place
out of 19 boats, behind Princeton’s win-

ning time of 14:09.64.
Coxswain sophomore Karen Simeone
led rowers seniors Ned Moran, Jason
Baker, Joe Romanow and Frank White,
juniors Rick Tremble and Pete Capuzzi
and sophomores Albert Latour and Adam
Tejpaul.
The “B” boat was 17th with a time of
16:07.44.

20th

“Those guys are rowing well, but if

The “B” boat had a jammed oar that
“cost them several places most likely,”

they re going tohavesuccessinthespring,
they're going to have to get faster,”
Johnson said.

according to Johnson.
The “A” heavyweight eight boat fin-

“A” boat rowed its way to a fifth-place

On the women’s side, the Georgetown

o

HOYA Athletes of the Week
HOYA Staff Writer

ries. Georgetown

When the Georgetown football team

was

defense (11 ppg), fourth in pass-efficiency

it had already been eliminated from contention for the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference championship. The team had
only one thing left to play for—a chance

second in rushing defense (68.2 yards

to lead the country in total defense.

It would take a dominating perfor-

defense

per game).
Georgetown

(a rating of 81.4)

and

allowed in a season (614).

foes are any indicator, however, the end

per game. For its performance Saturday

had greatends in [seniors] Joe Eacobacci
and Tim Benitez and [sophomores] Steve
Pogorelec and Mike Fioritto.”

' THE HovA’s Athletes of the Week.
“It was the best defensive performance
I’veeverbeenassociated within 10 years

The secondary allowed just five touch-

Bob

may not be far away.
Connecticut and St. John’s, two of the
Big East foes that will join Georgetown
in the upcoming tournament, stormed

Benson said. [Junior] Janne Kouri dominated up front and [senior] Enrico Mariani
did a terrific job at nose tackle. We also

and
throughout
the season,
the
Georgetown defense have been named

Coach

past the Hoyas last weekend with victories of 3-1 (15-10, 15-9, 9-15, 15-9) and
3-2 (15-8, 9-15, 8-15, 15-11, 15-9), respectively. In doing so, they gave the
Hoyas arude wake-up
call just one week
before the tournament.
“It justkind of wakes you up when you

down passes on the season, while intercepting 17. Opponents were able to com-

have to come

plete just 104 of 243 passes (42.8 per“[Senior]

Chris Johnston

off a defeat,” said Head

Coach Jolene Nagel. “We didn’t play
terribly, but we didn’t close the door. I
think it definitely does put you on your
toes a little more.”

cent) on the season.

game-day

finish out of 27 boats, with a time of

16:43.65. Princeton, Virginia, Yale and
George Washington were ahead of them.
Johnson described the race as “disappointing for the women because “they
had great expectations because they had
done so well at the Schuylkill ... Virginia
and George Washington, two schools in
their league, beat them.”

Rowers in that boat were senior Laura
Hoyt, juniors Colleen Cochran, Colleen
Monahan, Liz Picanso and Chudney Ross
and sophomores Kirsten Catanzano, Sally
Martindale and Kristen Nienhaus. Their

coxswain was junior Alyssa Franklin.
The “B” boat finished with a time of
17:23.07 for 20th place.

Princeton traditionally dominates collegiate crew,

as its women

have

won

nationals three years in a row. Johnson
said it is because they place emphasis on
the lightweights, which many schools
often neglect for the heavyweights.

Johnson said the spring season would
be more important than the fall. “The fall
is a time not to be so worried about
results as it is to work on what we have

to do to be successful in spring,” he said.
The fall season is over for the varsity
crew teams. The novice boats will race
Saturday in the Belly of the Carnegie at
Princeton.

is the best

player I've ever coached,”

Benson said. “[Seniors] Sam Wales and

Georgetown came out strong against

only eight of 33

Dave Brewer have started for three years

pass attempts for 49 yards.
“We send 11 men to the football, »
Benson said. “Defense is all about getting excited and playing with enthusiasm. We have fun playing defense.”

and they understand what’s going on.
[Junior] Dan Cunniffe and [sophomores]

Connecticut Friday. The Hoyas took a
10-5 lead, paced by sophomore Lindsay
Estes, who posted a team-high 12 kills
and 17 digs for the match. The Hoyas’
service game was impressive as they

Reid Ruberti and RobLopez are all solid.
There's great communication between
the secondary.”

HOYA

File Photo

Junior Stephanie Dersch and the Hoyas will play in the Big East tournament.

match.

Georgetown’s inconsistency hampered
on a 10-point run to take the first game,

weekend knowing its season would ex-

Tom Wonica, Eric Behrens, [sophomores] Mike Lynn and T.J. Fletcher,”

Benson. “To hold a team to 25 total yards
is inconceivable. Give the credit to the
players. I didn’t do much.”
St. Peter’s rushed 30 times for -24

\

A

Assured of a spot in the six-team Big
East Championships, the Georgetown
women’s volleyball team entered last
tend another weekend.
If past results against its upcoming

actly what the Hoyas put forth. The Pea-

and completed
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the team from there. The Huskies went

also set school records

“We had great linebackers in [seniors]

yards

as he scored

wou
start

points on 4 of 6 shooting in the last
six minutes. Berry rolled in his first
collegiate shot attempt from threepoint land with seven minutes to
play, the first of two he made in the
game. Gaughan was the other half of
the backcourt tandem, as he put the
Hoyas past the century mark with a
banker in front of the GU bench with
1:11 to play in the game.
Georgetown plays Temple Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at USAir Arena in
the second round of the pre-season
NIT. The Owls advanced with a 6562 win over Rider Thursday.
“We're going to have to go back
and study the films,” Williams said.
“We have to be ready for them.”

HOYA Staff Writer

for fewest average rushing yards per attempt (1.8) and fewest total rushing yards

mance to reach the goal and that is excocks managed just 25 total yards in a
29-0 loss. Georgetown finished its season leading all Division [I-AA teams in
total defense, allowing just 216.4 yards

By Brian Finch

fifth in scoring

traveled to St. Peter’s College Saturday,

Head

walk-on,

Mar

UConn, St. John’s Top GU

The Hoya defense also finished in the
country’s top five in three other catego-

By Brian Franey
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Volleyball

Hoya Defense Dominant

of coaching,”

start the half. Colgate could notover-

come the pressure, committing a
number of turnovers in the first three
minutes of the half. Page, Harrington
and Iverson all scored in the streak,
which culminated with ano-look pass
from Iverson that set up Page for an
easy lay-up and gave Georgetown a
62-39 lead.
The Hoyas’ insurmountable second half lead was spruced up by the
play of two walk-on guards, freshman Dean Berry and junior Brendan
Gaughan. Berry showed that he is no

Heavyweights Take First at Princeton

was first in the one-meter event, with
sophomore Molly Flannery and senior Jennifer Blanes tied for top honors, both scoring 199.58 points.
Georgetown defeated Howard by a
comfortable final margin, 131.5-96.5.

posted

Despite what seemed to be opening-game jitters, the Hoyas employment of a full-court press and some
timely shots brought them back from
a first-half deficit. After the Red Raiders’ Seth Schaeffer scored a lay-up
off of aback-screen, giving Colgatea
21-13 lead with 11:10 to play, the
Hoyas began a 9-0 run to spark the
comeback. Freshman Joe Touomou
nailed a long three-pointer to cut the
lead to 21-16 and baskets by

ball out of his hands,” Williams said.
“Players like [sophomore] Boubacar
[Aw] did a lot of supporting in the

By Kate James

men

on thé evening.

the Red Raiders with a 13-0 run to

Crew

Swimming

The

his left eye at the 6:45 mark when he
dove in front of the television crew at
halfcourt chasing a loose ball. Iverson
came back in the second half and did
not seem to be bothered by the cut,
contributing 11 points and six assists

committed just one service error for the

15-10.

Connecticut

junior

-

Heather

Kohnken, the Big East’s leader in hitting

and kills, posted a match-high 20 kills
and a .600 hitting percentage while the
Huskies, asateam, hit.315 for the match.
The Hoyas, once again, went up on the
Huskiesin the second game, but UConn’s

offense proved to be overpowering. Hitting errors plagued the Hoyas throughout
- the match.
Georgetown could not hold on to a 2-

1 lead Saturday, falling to St. John’s in
five games.

The Hoyas rebounded after dropping
the first game

with two strong games.

Estes, once again, led all Hoyas, posting
15 kills and 24 digs in the match. Juniors
Meghan O’Rourke
and Danielle Stannard

added 13 and 11 kills, respectively.
The inability to match its opponents’

offense stifled Georgetown in the final
two games, allowing St. John’s to pull
out the come-from-behind victory.
;
Ultimately, the Hoyas were hurt all
weekend by an all-around mediocre performance on offense. Georgetown hit just

.137 as a team against Connecticut and
See VOLLEYBALL, p. 9
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